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Tectum Verlag Jul 2011, 2011. Taschenbuch. Book Condition:
Neu. 211x149x29 mm. This item is printed on demand - Print on
Demand Neuware - Since the establishment of credit risk
portfolio models in the financial industry in the 1990s, the focus
of interest of both academics and practitioners is directed more
and more towards active credit portfolio management. Active
portfolio management related to Markowitz' (1952) seminal
work is, however, primarily directed at finding optimal portfolios
for single periods. For traditional hold-to-maturity credit loan
portfolios, Markowitz-type portfolio optimization may therefore
not be an appropriate methodology, as within a multi-period
context an adequate decision criterion to capture time
preferences has to be in place. It may, however, be difficult to
determine a proper multi-period utility function. Moreover,
utility theory faces other shortages, e.g. when it comes to define
a common group preference. Therefore, the author suggests
referring to growth-oriented portfolio selection (GOPS) in order
to circumvent the utility theory framework. Ultimately, this
methodology may be regarded as a promising alternative
approach for practical purposes. This work offers a broad
overview on techniques to measure and manage credit risk,
comprising the presentation of the state-of-the-art techniques
for single periods. The GOPS model is presented...
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been
printed in an extremely simple way and is particularly simply right a er i finished reading through this pdf where
actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clem entina  Cole V-- Ms. Clem entina  Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of
the pdf. You may like how the article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosa r io Dur g a n-- Rosa r io Dur g a n
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